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Whilst urban cable cars are being discussed 
around the world, Guayaquil is already a 
major step ahead. In the Ecuadorian city, 
a cable car is currently being constructed, 
which links two towns together, crosses a 
river and accesses the city centre. Moreover, 
French cable car manufacturer POMA also 
submitted a successful funding concept.
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THE “AEROVIA” CABLE CAR FROM POMA WILL 
SOON BE THE NEW LIFELINE OF THE CITY

crosses buildings, rivers and roads is 

demonstrate that cable cars are also 

 Guillaume Ployon, 
POMA-Sales Manager for Latin America
“The project “Aerovia” is part of the sustainable urban 
development of the city of Guayaquil. To support this  
sustainable approach, which is at the heart of their  
strategy, Agence Française de Developpement (AFD) has 

rest, as well as the operating and maintenance costs 

company formed by POMA and our local partner  
SOFRATESA.”
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The multi-storey cable car stations are designed as new social district centres.

higher speed is not necessary, owing 
to the short distance between the 

are designed as multi-storey buildings, 

social centres in the districts and the 
cable car acts as a new lifeline for the 

Furthermore, the tourist factor 
of the cable car above the city roofs 

all with limited land use, as the cable 

seven are located in the wide river 

particular by the soft ground in the 

stand on several hundred stilts, which 

by local construction companies, 

for the cable car technology,  

city by means of a long-term loan from 

 

operation and maintenance of the 

mobility from the French cable car 
manufacturer will be the new lifeline 
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DURAN – GUAYAQUIL AEROVIA

Transport capacity 2,600 p/h/direction
Length  4.1 km

Total journey time  17 min.

Columns  27

Gondola capacity  10 p.
Investment sum  US$ 134 m
Opening  2020


